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Abstract: This paper presents the ternary interaction of N, H, and vacancy point defects and the
nitrogen trapping ability of aluminum vacancies induced by hydrogen by means of DFT methods
employed in VASP (Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package) and Abinit packages. The obtained vacancy
formation energy of 0.65 eV is close to experimental values. Although the N–vacancy complex is
unstable with the negative binding energy of −0.51 eV, the stability of H–vacancy–N is proved by
the positive binding energy of 0.59 eV and the appearance of the orbital hybridization in the density
of state (DOS) of atoms connecting to this complex. Moreover, Al vacancies can trap more than 4 N
atoms, which prevents the formation of aluminum nitride and subsequently affects not only the
hardness of the Al surface but also many practical applications of AlN coating.
Keywords: ternary point-defect interaction; superabundant vacancy; alpha aluminum; first-principles
calculations
1. Introduction
Aluminum and its alloys are widely used in life and technique. Especially, the aluminum coated
with an AlN layer can be used to improve LED performance [1,2], or it can be used as electronic
packaging material [3,4]. In the optical industry, AlN can be used as protective coatings [5,6]. At the
same time, the formation of AlN is often affected by point defects such as vacancies and light impurities.
There have been many studies on the effect of separate impurities on the vacancy formation and
nucleation in Al [7–9]. In the experimental studies of Chung et al. [10], they found that the hardness of
the Al sample seems to hardly increase during nitrogen implantation at the fluence of 2 × 1018 ions/cm2.
Ghoranneviss et al. [11] suggested that over-implantation of nitrogen causes excessive defects and
vacancies. In other words, there should be sort of interactions between vacancy and nitrogen. However,
theoretical study shows that the possibility of a vacancy bound to a nitrogen impurity was ruled out
because of the repulsive interaction between aluminum vacancies and nitrogen [12]. In a previous
study, we showed that an Al vacancy induced by H impurities can interact with N [13]. This indicates
that Al–nitride may not be formed because of the forming of the H–N–vacancy complex. However,
the stability of H–N–vacancy complex was not estimated, and the vacancy formation energy of
0.55 eV in [13] was far lower than the experimental value, which ranged from 0.63 to 0.67 eV [14,15].
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The reason comes from the fact that, for the Al system, the vacancy formation enthalpy decreases
when the temperature is lower [16]. It is shown in previous DFT studies that a mono-vacancy in the fcc
lattice and in the hpc lattice can trap four H atoms [17]. Besides a temperature effect, the ability of the
vacancy–H complex to capture an amount of N atoms is also necessary for studying the H–N–vacancy
interaction. In this paper, we study the capability of H-induced vacancy in Al to trap nitrogen atoms
using a combination of DFT methods in VASP and Abinit packages. We also perform the calculation
for the same values obtained by applying the Abinit package in the previous study [13] to estimate the
effect of electronic temperature on the accuracy of the theoretical results.
2. Materials and Methods
Both Abinit and VASP implement density functional theory, using plane-wave basic set and
support projected augmented wave (PAW) [18]. The atoms were described by using PAW potentials
constructed within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) form [19]. The VASP [20] package is employed, using the direct optimization methods and the
conjugate-gradient algorithm [21] to study the models of 2 × 2 × 2 fcc Al. The convergence of the total
energy regarding the cut off energy Ecut and the k-point meshes was tested. It is observed that the
cut-off energy of 400 eV and the k-point mesh of (4 × 4 × 4) give the convergence in total energy with
1 meV/atom difference. The geometry optimizations are performed until the net force on each atom
meets a criterion of 5 meV/A. The obtained lattice constant of 4.1 Å is close to the experimental value
of 4.05 Å [22].
In the case of impurity–vacancy interaction, VASP requires a good predicted configuration, so we
firstly performed relaxation with Abinit package with the following steps:
The hydrogen atom is placed at the center of the vacancy space, then the Nose-Hoover [23]
molecular dynamics was performed with a temperature of 300 K to activate atoms out of or across local
minima; then, atomic movements were cooled down by setting the temperature to 100 K. The obtained
configuration with a good beginning position of the hydrogen atom in the vacancy space was optimized
using the Verlet algorithm [24] along with BFGS relaxation. In the optimization process, firstly the
positions of ions are relaxed without changing the volume and unit cell parameters, and the full
relaxation of both position and the volume is then performed (optcell = 2).
The obtained configuration containing hydrogen and vacancy point defects is used to add first
the nitrogen atom into the center of the vacancy space. The relaxation and optimization processes are
performed in the same way hydrogen is added into the vacancy space.
The obtained configuration containing hydrogen, a vacancy, and nitrogen point defects is used
to add the second nitrogen atom into the center of the vacancy space. Then, the relaxation and
optimization processes are performed in the same way as described above.
We continue the same process until the 8th nitrogen atom is added into the vacancy space.
All the obtained configurations, which are calculated by Abinit, are used as beginning
configurations for VASP calculation. In the VASP calculation, we use the option IBRION = 2 with
ISIF = 3 to optimize the ion position, the volume, and the cell-shape at the same time.
3. Results
The preferable position of impurity atoms in fcc Al lattice is defined by comparing the solution
energy of each atom at octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial sites. The solution energy of impurities
in the fcc Al can be calculated by the following formula:
ESX = E[XT/O + Al32] − E[Al32] − 1/2 × E[X2] (1)
In Equation (1), ESX is the solution energy of the impurity atom X (X = H or N) in bulk Al.
E[XT/O + Al32] is the total energy of the fcc Al super-cell consisting of 32 Al atoms at lattice sites and
one atom X at the tetrahedral (T) or at the octahedral (O) interstitial site, respectively. E[Al32] is the
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total energy of fcc Al super-cell of 32 Al atoms at lattice sites. E[X2] is the total energy of H2 or N2
in vacuum.
We found that H and N atoms prefer to stay at the tetrahedral sites with the energy difference of
about 0.1 eV. Hydrogen solution energies are 0.69 eV for Abinit and 0.70 eV for VASP. These values are
close to the previous experimental and theoretical results [25–28] ranging from 0.65 to 0.71 eV.
3.1. The Formation of H–N Bond Near Al Vacancy
The stability of a configuration is firstly estimated by the binding energy calculated by Equations
(1) and (2):
ECX-vacancy = E[XT + Al32] + E[vacancy + Al31] − E[Al32] − E[X-vacancy + Al31] (2)
ECN-(H-vacancy) = E[NT + Al32] + E[H-vacancy + Al31] − E[Al32] − E[N-H-vacancy + Al31] (3)
In Equations (2) and (3), ECX–vacancy is the binding of atom X (X = H, or N) with vacancy ;
ECN–(H–vacancy) is the binding energy of nitrogen with the H–vacancy complex; E[Al32] is the total
energy of pure Al super-cell of 32 Al atoms; E[XT + Al32] is the total energy of Al super-cell containing
an impurity atom at tetrahedral interstitial site; E[vacancy + Al31] is the total energy of the Al super-cell
with a lattice vacancy; E[X–vacancy + Al31] is the total energy of the Al super-cell with one lattice
vacancy and one nearby impurity atom; E[N–H–vacancy + Al31] is the total energy of the Al super-cell
with one lattice vacancy and two neighboring impurity atoms, which are close to the vacant position.
The binding energies calculated by Abinit [7] and by VASP are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Binding energy (eV) of impurity–vacancy complex (ECIMPURITY-vacancy) and
impurity–hydrogeN–vacancy complex (ECIMPURITY–H–vacancy) in the Al lattice.
DFT package ECH–vacancy ECN–vacancy ECN–(H–vacancy)
Abinit 0.39 −0.69 0.56
VASP 0.50 −0.51 0.59
The occupation near the vacancy of H at the tetrahedral-like position (Figure 1a) was supported by
its positive binding energies. In this case, VASP gives a higher H–vacancy binding energy than Abinit
does. This value is higher than the theoretical results reported earlier (~0.33 eV and 0.39 eV) [13,29].
However, this value is closer to the experimental value, which is in the range of 0.43–0.53 eV [30–33].
The negative binding energy between the N impurity atom and the vacancy predicts a repulsive
interaction between these point defects, which is in good agreement with theoretical prediction [6] and
experimental measurement of Hogg et al. [12]. In the presence of H, the interaction between the N
atom and the lattice vacancy becomes possible with the positive binding of 0.27 eV.
Figure 1 shows the starting position of impurities at tetrahedral and octahedral sites (Figure 1a).
After relaxation and optimization processes for the case of Al containing both vacancies and impurities,
we obtain an equilibrium configuration in which hydrogen locates at the tetrahedral-like site inside the
vacancy (Figure 1b). In another equilibrium configuration, N locates at the center of a tetrahedral-like
site formed by three Al atoms and one hydrogen atom (Figure 1c), the obtained N–H bond-length of
1.04 Å is close to the N–H bond in NH3, which is about 1.01 Å [34]. The increase in valence electron
density along the line between the two impurities (Figure 1d) shows the covalent properties of the
N–H bond.
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Figure 1. The part of atomic configuration containing (a) impurities at tetrahedral and octahedral 
sites; (b) an H impurity at the tetrahedral site near a vacancy; (c) an N–H bond near a vacancy, and 
(d) the electron density surrounding the H–N bond. 
The changing in the density of state (DOS) of Al, H, and N in different configurations is shown 
in Figure 2, wherein the following symbols are used: Al31—DOS of Al near a vacancy; Al32—DOS of 
Al in pure Al; Al32H—DOS of interstitial H; Al32nH—DOS of Al near interstitial H; Al31H—DOS of H 
near a vacancy; Al31nH—DOS of Al near a vacancy and H in Figure 2a, Al32N—DOS of interstitial N; 
Al32nN—DOS of Al near interstitial N; Al31N—DOS of N near a vacancy; Al31nN—DOS of Al near N 
and vacancy; HNh—DOS of H near N and vacancy; HNn—DOS of Al near H, N, and vacancy; 
HNnt—DOS of N near H and vacancy in Figure 2b. 
The DOS of H is much lower than the DOS of Al or N, so it is plotted by the right y-axis, which 
has a smaller scale than the left y-axis. 
 
Figure 2. (a) The density of state (DOS) of Al, and H when they locate in pure Al and near a vacancy, 
(b) The DOS of N, H and Al when they are in pure Al, near vacancy and near each other. 
Figure 1. The part of atomic configuration containing (a) impurities at tetrahedral nd octahedral sites;
(b) an H impurity at the tetrahedral site near a vacancy; (c) an N–H bond near a vacancy, and (d) the
electron density surrounding the H–N bond.
The changing in the density of state (DOS) of Al, H, and N in different configurations is shown in
Figure 2, wherein the following symbols are used: Al31—DOS of Al near a vacancy; Al32—DOS of Al
in pure Al; Al32H—DOS of interstitial H; Al32nH—DOS of Al near interstitial H; Al31H—DOS of H
near a vacancy; Al31nH—DOS of Al near a vacancy and H in Figure 2a, Al32N—DOS of interstitial N;
Al32nN—DOS of Al near interstitial N; Al31N—DOS of N near a vacancy; Al31nN—DOS of Al near
N and vacancy; HNh—DOS of H near N and vacancy; HNn—DOS of Al near H, N, and vacancy;
HNnt—DOS of N near H and vacancy in Figure 2b.
The DOS of H is much lower than the DOS of Al or N, so it is plotted by the right y-axis, which has
a smaller scale than the left y-axis.
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Figure 2a shows an insignificant difference between the DOS of Al in pure Al (Al32) and the DOS
of Al near a vacancy (Al31). We notice that below Fermi level, the intensity of DOS of Al near hydrogen
(Al32nH) is lower in comparison with Al32. The DOS of Al near both vacancy and hydrogen (Al31nH) is
also lower than Al31. In both cases, there is a donation of electrons from Al to H, so the H–Al bonds in
both pure Al and Al with vacancies are strong, and the vacancy–H complex is stable. Figure 2b shows
that, despite the fact that N–vacancy complex is not stable given by our earlier calculated N–vacancy
binding energy [13], the DOS of N near a vacancy (Al31N) is presented herein for comparison purposes.
When N is located at the interstitial position or at the position near a vacancy, we observe in both cases
that the appearance of a new state in DOS of Al near N arises from the doping of N. In the case of
H bonding to N near a vacancy, a new occupation state occurs in the DOS representing the electron
occupation of both N and H atoms. More specifically, it implies the hybridization state where N and H
establish a polar covalent bond. In addition, this peak becomes higher for the DOS of Al near the point
defects, indicating strong electronic interactions between H, N, and Al atoms.
3.2. The Ability of Vacancies to Trap Nitrogen Atoms
The hybridization state occurring in the DOS of N, H, and Al near the H–N–vacancy complex
shows the high stability of this complex. Moreover, the binding energies listed in Table 1 show that
H changes the N–vacancy interaction from repulsive (−0.51 eV) to attractive (0.59 eV). It is obvious
that the H–vacancy–N complex is energetically favorable. Therefore, it is important to estimate the
possibility of vacancy formation under the effect of H and N impurities, as well as the number of N
atoms that H-induced vacancy can trap.
The formation energy of vacancy induced by H and N impurities is estimated by the following
formula:
Evacancyf = E[vacancy + Al31] − (31/32)E[Al32] (4)
where E[vacancy + Al31] and E[Al32] are the total energies of the system containing vacancy and the
perfect Al bulk, respectively. Based on Equation (4), we can calculate Evacancyf[H], i.e., the formation
energy of vacancy, which is induced by the interstitial H impurities using the following formula:
Evacancyf[H] = E[vacancy + H + Al31] + (1/32)E[Al32] − E[HT + Al32] (5)
or
Evacancyf[H] = Evacancyf − ECH-vacancy (6)
Since the hydrogen atom is proven to play an indispensable role in the interaction between N
impurities and vacancies, we can finally calculate Evacancyf[N + H], the formation energy of vacancy,
which is induced by both H and N impurities by the following formula:
Evacancyf[N + H] = Evacancyf[H] − ECN-(H-vacancy) (7)
The formation energies calculated by formulas (5)–(7) are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Calculated vacancy formation energy in case of pure Al (Evacancyf), Al with an H impurity
(Evacancyf[H]), Al with H and N impurities (Evacancyf[H + N]). All values are given in eV.
DFT package Evacancyf Evacancyf[H] Evacancyf[H + N]
Abinit 0.55 0.16 −0.38
VASP 0.65 0.15 −0.44
The vacancy formation energy calculated by Abinit is about 15% different from the experimental
values (0.63–0.67 eV) [16,17], while the VASP gives a difference of about 1.5%. The presence of an H
impurity leads to a decrease in vacancy formation from 0.64 to 0.15 eV. It is important to notice that,
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under the interaction of H and N, vacancies can be formed automatically with a negative formation
energy of −0.12 eV, which results in a higher concentration of vacancies inside bulk Al.
The number of N atoms an H-induced vacancy is able to trap is estimated based on the formation
energy of a vacancy–H–mN complex:
Efvacancy_H+mN = E[vacancy-H + mN] + mE[Al32] − mE[Al32 + NT] − E[vacancy-H] (8)
where m ranges from 1 to 8 because there are 8 equivalent tetrahedral-like positions inside the area of
the vacancy. In principle, the vacancy containing (m−1)N atoms can trap one more N if the formation
of vacancy–H–mN complex is energetically more favorable than the formation of both interstitial N
and vacancy–H–(m−1)N complex. We name the difference in energy in this case as the trapping energy
Etrap(m):
Etrap(m) = Efvacancy−H+mN − Efvacancy−H+(m−1)N − Es[N] (9)
The energetic and geometric characters of the vacancy–H complex containing nitrogen atoms are
listed in Table 3.
Table 3. The formation energy of vacancy–H–mN complex Efvacancy−H+mN, and the trapping energy
Etrap(m) with m in the range from 1 to 8. All energies are in eV. The cell volume changing ∆V in
cubic Angstrom, lattice changing ∆a, and the average difference between lattice parameters of each
configuration ∆aver in Angstrom.
m Efvacancy−H+mN Etrap(m) ∆V ∆a ∆aver
1 −0.59 0.00
2 −0.54 −0.16 5.69 0.04 0.02
3 −0.69 −0.35 6.12 0.07 0.17
4 −0.49 −0.01 7.47 0.05 0.11
5 1.57 1.90 1.43 0.15 0.38
6 −0.08 −1.90 4.92 0.10 0.47
7 −2.62 −2.74 10.91 0.24 0.80
8 −0.62 1.80 16.37 -0.30 0.30
It is obvious that an H-induced vacancy can trap up to 4 N atoms with the Efvacancy−H+4N of
−0.49 eV and the trapping energy Etrap(4) of −0.01 eV. Trapping a 5th N atom is not energetically
favorable. It can be seen in Figure 3 that the 4th N atom is slightly out of the tetrahedral-like site of the
vacancy area.
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The bond length between neighboring Al atoms connecting to the 4th N atom is expanded
by about 0.2%. Adding a 5th N atom may request more energy to reform the local structure of Al
lattice. However, it is interesting that an H–vacancy complex containing 6 or 7 N atoms again has
negative formation and trapping energies. We suggest that, if the N atoms receive energy enough
to overcome the energy barrier, they will form, with H and a vacancy, a complex that can trap two
more N atoms. The H-induced vacancy complex can trap an 8th N atom because the formation energy
of H–vacancy–8N is negative, but the trapping energy with a positive energy of 1.80 eV is again the
energy barrier for an N atom to dissolve into Al.
Trapping each nitrogen atom results in increasing the volume by 6–7 cubic Angstrom, and the
cell-shape distortion is small (0.02–0.11 Angstrom). However, trapping 6 nitrogren atoms or more leads
to high volume changing (4.92–16.37 cubic Angstrom) and serious distortion (0.30–0.80 Angstrom).
The volume changes a little when H–vacancy complex traps the 5th nitrogen atom (1.43 cubic
Angstrom), but the distortion is also high (0.38 Angstrom). From the obtained values in Table 3,
we can say that at least 4 N atoms can be trapped by an H-induced vacancy.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The DFT calculation of Abinit and VASP packages was performed to study the effect of H and N
impurities on the properties of fcc Al. The VASP gives good agreement with experimental data for the
case of vacancy formation energy and of the binding energy of the H–vacancy complex. Although there
are differences in the values given by Abinit and VASP packages, both packages describe the same
manner of H, N, and Al vacancy interaction:
i. N–vacancy interaction is repulsive;
ii. hydrogen reduces the vacancy formation energy and makes the N–vacancy interaction attractive.
Going further than these results, we explain the stability of vacancy–H–N complex based on the
DOS of atoms involving the interaction. This is the basis for studying the capability of H-induced
vacancy that trap N atoms. We find that at least such vacancies can trap up to 4 N atoms. On the other
hand, the presence of H and N impurities lowers the formation energy of the vacancy, which may
lead to increases in vacancy concentration. This means that more and more N atoms can be trapped
inside vacancy-based complexes that prevent the formation of Al nitride, which consequently affects
the hardness of Al as well as the application of AlN coating in many areas of technology.
We also notice that the ternary interaction of point defects, or any interaction including more
kinds of point defects, is very important for the properties of a material.
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